




Ottocittà-Selbststadt is my final MA project, which included an installation shown at Central School of Speech and Drama in July 2015 and a portfolio in the form of a game box, made 

of four graphically diverse and independent parts (0 - a city?, the ‘book’; 1 – constructia, the ‘glossy’ retelling of the prelude of this research; 2 – geneva, the ‘notebook concertina’ depicting 

the second phase of the project; 3- instructia, the pseudo-Ikea notice documenting prototyping and the installation) as well as different jigsaws, paper games, toys and two ‘game’ boards 

(3x3m each, one in its entirety, the other broken down in parts combinable at wish).

Ottocittà-Selbststadt started as a two-parts city based on two tales of imaginary spaces: Italo Calvino’s Sophronia (le città invisibili) and Franz Kafka’s kaiserliche botschaft, two 

allegorical spaces that contain countless other, literary or real. To me these spaces respectively reflect the eternal oscillation of a city (the constant shift between mobility and immobility) 

and the impossible “labyrinthine spaces of the modern city” (Anthony Vidler). ‘A City:’ the starting point of my practice was arguably one of the most ubiquitous subjects one can choose. 

Inter-textual and slippery by definition, it quickly borrowed the ciphered logic of a rebus. Stemming from a rather mimetic idea of a megalopolis (akin to comic-book or ‘fantasy’ urbanism) the 

project gradually evolved towards schematic abstraction and metaphorical structures that could be applied to different scales, perhaps erasing the ‘city’ altogether – or rather following Julien 

Gracq’s predicament of the city as “vertigo of metamorphosis.” From a concept that was quite over-referenced and prescribed it morphed into much more elastic forms through a sequence 

of antitheses and métaphores filées, towards a “metalanguage of the visual” (Rosalind Krauss). Through its path of combinatory manipulation, Ottocittà/Selbststadt came to resemble the 

‘fantastic scenography’ of Aldo Rossi’s città analoga. Or, as Calvino wrote of his process, everything turned into images of cities.

The installation itself combined and disrupted dichotomies such as scale model and time-based artefact, analog and digital production, 2D and 3D, circle and square, plan and 

section, up and down, as well as, more fundamentally, body and space. I was particularly interested in exploring 2,5D – the oblique spaces of Antonin Artaud and Lewis Carroll, in 

which flatness and volume collide. The artefact shown in the exhibition also attempted a play with, if not a full rupture of scales. Upon considering the installation the visitor 

could guess its scale to be that of the ear labyrinth; of marble circuits; of brain synapses; of a formal garden; of a funfair attraction; of an infinite series of narrow corridors; of 

a subterranean parking; of floors and staircases; of an abstracted highway and of course, of a city. Taken as 1:1, it mirrored the height of a body, broken down in scaffolded 

sections and reduced to mere infrastructure. This ‘Modulor’ ended entropically in a near 2D plane; its transparent material (Perspex) gave it a ghostly, fragile quality, 

that of a truly invisible city. It had a tiny speaker for a head from which revolved the sound of toys, labyrinths, marbles, dodgems and other recognizable yet uncanny 

funfair tropes, turning the structure into a clock, a music box or a carousel. These helter-skeltering journeys reflect the potential movement of the body in 

Ottocittà’s spaces. They also openly show an often-entropic process, which led to them in the first place: as such the structure becomes a Danteum of the 

mind. Drawing upon Ledoux, Boullée, Piranesi or Hejduk, Ottocittà/Selbststadt stands at the edge between urbanism, architecture and scenography: or 

perhaps is it a rhetorical para-architectural space, defined by the “presence of absence” (Peter Eisenman). As a stage for one person - its author - it is 

a somewhat melancholic reflection on alienation and the metropolis; a celebration of playfulness, toys, game boards and amusement parks and 

an inquiry on elasticity, movement and vagabondage. How to make an object that is both mobile and immobile, both finite and infinite?  To me, 

these were the fundamental questions. Any solution to these paradoxes can only be paradoxical itself. 
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TRAPtm is a psycho-geographical game I have designed within 
a group module of ‘practice as research.’ Our research top-
ic: how to map agency in Canary Wharf and how can perfor-
mance alter agency? To link City and Game helped us address 
both questions. We first thought of creating a Canary Wharf 
Monopoly, but the place is already a Monopoly: an ideal city of 
Capital. We also knew from the start that we wanted a board-
game that could be played IRS (S for space), faithful to the 
actual topography of the island. An ‘aerial view’ seemed ap-
propriate given the buildings’ height and the constant control 
over the spiral of corporations of this Orwellian environment. 
A grid seemed fitting due to its urbanistic signification, also 
because Canary Wharf is designed much like an ideal city. 
Thus, we looked at cartography and invented a hybrid game 
between virtual (the board) and real (Canary Wharf) space 
that would underline one topos: the ‘trap.’ TRAPtm is a hybrid 
of Monopoly, chess and goose-game, as well as a Debord in-
spired ‘dare’ game. There are 64 squares like in chess but they 
are numbered from 0 to 63 like in the goose-game. Chess, as it 
is a strategy game – closer here to human vs computer chess, 
with an impossible to beat adversary. Goose-game, because of 
the maze structure of the island – but we moved the game’s 
death-square to the last square, thus leading to eternal game 
over. The jail, a Monopoly feature, stands for the outskirts of 
the Isle of Dogs, the constant reminders of an incomplete 
regeneration. The grid within is also a jail, a claustrophobic 
space under panoptical control within the Manichean tale of 
a barred island: yet, its prisoners are voluntary (like in Rem 
Koohlaas’ Exodus). Most of our missions – TRAPtm’s ‘script’ or 
roleplaying components – are somewhat illegal and challenge 
Canary’s absurd, privatised rules.  We could not map agency 
in a way that was inclusive of all of Canary Wharf’s complex-
ities and paradoxes: yet we discovered through our hybrid 
game that we could act mapping as a way of thinking about 
issues of agency and control. If in Canary Wharf mobility is 
looped, TRAPtm aimed to empower the players: walking be-
coming agency, the game turning Canary Wharf into a play-
ground, a theatre stage; an object of reflection.
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The    
Emperor, so a 

parable runs, has 

sent a message to you, 

the humble subject, the 

insignificant shadow cowering 

in the remotest distance before 

the imperial sun; the Emperor from 

his deathbed has sent a message to you 

alone. He has commanded the messenger 

to kneel down by the bed, and has whispered 

the message to him; so much store did he lay 

on it that he ordered the messenger to whisper it 

back into his ear again. Then by a nod of the head he 

has confirmed that it is right. Yes, before the assembled 

spectators of his death -- all the obstructing walls have been 

broken down, and on the spacious and loftily mounting open 

staircases stand in a ring the great princes of the Empire -- before 

all these he has delivered his message. The messenger immediately 

sets out on his journey; a powerful, an indefatigable man; now pushing 

with his right arm, now with his left, he cleaves a way for himself through 

the throng; if he encounters resistance he points to his breast, where the 

symbol of the sun glitters; the way is made easier for him than it would be for any 

other man. But the multitudes are so vast; their numbers have no end. If he could 

reach the open fields how fast he would fly, and soon doubtless you would hear the 

welcome hammering of his fists on your door. But instead how vainly does he wear out 

his strength; still he is only making his way through the chambers of the innermost palace; 

never will he get to the end of them; and if he succeeded in that nothing would be gained; he must 

next fight his way down the stair; and if he succeeded in that nothing would be gained; the courts 

would still have to be crossed; and after the courts the second outer palace; and once more stairs and 

courts; and once more another palace; and so on for thousands of years; and if at last he should burst 

through the outermost gate -- but never, never can that happen -- the imperial capital would lie before him, 

the center of the world, crammed to bursting with its own sediment. Nobody could fight his way through here 

even with a message from a dead man. But you sit at your window when evening falls and dream it to yourself. 
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There was an element of fairy-tale in Merlin St: “Reality... is the strangest 

fantasy of all.” (Blow-up) Though never actively staring at the vis-à-vis, she 

kept seeing the intriguing jigsaw of peoples’ lives through the windows 

of the council house opposite – that sequence of curtains was a deck of 

cards, intertwined destinies in turn hidden and shown. She thought of 

Moravia’s author as voyeur, of Georges Perec’s La Vie Mode d’Emploi, and 

of Michel Butor’s Passage de Milan. The frontal panoptical view from her 

windows was indeed ideal: she once thought of plotting all her neighbours’ 

actions in a grid. Then much later an idea occurred to her: would it not be 

more interesting to play with the vis-à-vis, to perform without them being 

aware of a performance taking place? And, more provocatively, how about 

writing a self-voyeuristic account imagined from the flat opposite? Look-

ing at herself through a distorted perspective, the limited frame of win-

dows, curtains and shadows, a self-referential leap into a two-way mirror, a 

floor-less, sound-less, scent-less, floating universe: in short, a looping diary, 

where a duality between the banal and the extraordinary would emerge. 

An attempt to archive life as a performance, while documenting the poetry 

of her bizarre everyday. The (private) twitter account @flat_28 was a neat 

tool of topoanalyis. But there was a clash between precision and ambigu-

ity, archive and novelisation; indeed she wanted to prove the ambiguity of 

the archive and the impossibility of an objectivity of the archival act. The 

account soon looked like fiction: a collection of reality, history, interiority, 

life and memory – of bodies and places. It was a puzzle, constructed on 

absence, and its pieces did not necessarily fit together. It soon occurred to 

her that this was a study in applied dédoublement as well as self-voyeurism.
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Self-Voyeurism in a Domestic Environment
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She, for without a doubt it was a she, was the strangest 

sight Didier had observed on the colony to date.

“And there, piled upon the trash, unavoidable even in the crepuscular light, lied a corpse. Murders on 

the colony were rare, and proofs of such deeds even more so. And yet, oddly, the sight seemed almost 

natural to Didier. Cautiously approaching the body, he saw that it was without a doubt one of R’s an-

droids. Silver joints instead of muscles, riveted plaques running out of its smashed head. The body 

had been bashed with such violence that the traits of the MX were utterly effaced. Didier could see 

by its height, however, that it was not his beloved. He sighed in relief. He then noticed that the victim 

was shrouded in a strange, liquid plastic substance, which glistened from time to time as the securi-

ty lamps silently followed their course. The clothes on the corpse seemed, for lack of a better term, 

mauled. Finally Didier noticed the repellent stank of the rubbish bags, and resolved to abandon the 

unknown victim to the care of the next bystander. Deeply unsettled, he left the Citadel at once.”

Her eyes were the lifeless organs of a doll, lacking movement yet surely designed by the 

finest craftsmen in the galaxy.

Indeed post-operation he had grown more similar to R’s metallic gigolos, though his poor upbringing gave him 

an edge that R could not possibly find in the elegant eyes of neither Andréide nor any of her artificial siblings. 

He hated that structure, vomited out of misunderstood drawings of what remained from Paris’s archives, splattered out of one of the servers that had survived the Collapse.

For years he had wished to be sent to the lighthouse. 

That morning his alarm clock rang four hours too early: an uncommon deficiency of 

the fuses, yet another ominous sign hovering around his all too uncertain reality.

The idea of authentic cellulose, of petals not made of polymer aggregates caressing her 

wired blue veins was hauntingly apt to harass him in the following days, and weeks, and 

months, as he went back to his daily occupations and sombrely gazed across the green 

tables and the token piles, through the windows towards the ever-mounting tidal waves.

The android, he imagined, spoke in a whisper, a shrill voice regulated on a 
pitch most sublime. Already he was dreaming of holding her hand, listen-
ing to her sad tales as they helter-skeltered the galaxy together.

the android w
ho loved opera  full text

http://isabelformicajakob.com/writing/creative-writing/the-android-who-loved-opera/


“I had heard about the rolling hills in the desert that held within the megalopolis for years. It had become a fixation in my childhood, this need to escape, to travel, to move. To find something beyond the confines of my own mere known human experience and those that surrounded me. The only focus that I felt comfortable with was, on this almost unreal imaginary space, with its winding tunnels, skyscrapers that made you dizzy and sick just from the very thought of them even just imagining how it would be like to look up at them; let alone look down at the city itself. Once you have clambered up these repetitive never-ending staircases, to engage with the maps beneath you, filled with the ant-like scuttling of its inhabitants. How it would be like to throw yourself off. And the power it would take to simply turn away and go back inside, to return deep into the bowels of this ant-farm of humanity. 

This new place was extraordinary. Unforgettable. The tunnels themselves, which seemed at first so intimidating as though one was walking into the depths of one’s own unconscious, became so enthralling. You were an explorer of... a land that was not quite discovered. And you were making it your own. It was electric. Folded over into your very own substance of being.”

The film constructia (stills on the left) was Ottocittà’s trailer - yet it can also stand alone to represent 

my quest for future spaces; future cities. At times non-sensical, at times decidedly sci-fi. The text of the 

film was ad-libbed by Alex Sorina Moss in response to seeing the images I had mounted. It is also her voice 

one hears, though modified to erase assumptions of gender.

plutoed is my latest incipit, begun in mid-October.

http://isabelformicajakob.com/constellations/ottocitta-selbststadt/sound-film/
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the low tide of the high rise

sisyphus’s squallid scaffold

engulfed and arising

in their name labyrinths

wander metallic narcotics

nausea on spreadable

salpêtrière tremor

Rifts, Rips and Ripples is a project that started with a Butoh workshop in which we 

had to choose a material: mine was cement (standing metonymically for concrete). ‘The 

low tide...’ was my Butoh score. This soon evolved into a film, made with Justin Farndale, 

who chose electric cables as a material. For the film, ‘Foundation,’ I worked on the sound 

design mainly: this was linked with a continuous research on sound and building. In gen-

eral this multi-faceted project tackled construction and vertigo, two main focuses of mine.

http://isabelformicajakob.com/constellations/rifts-rips-and-ripples/
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Accidents and glitches are a fixation of mine. During my MA they came to play an important role in 

the essay I wrote on the Looping Languages of Jim Dine and Antonin Artaud. I was looking specif-

ically at Dine’s car crash. In parallel, I had to find a discourse that would parallel this research in 

my practice. Despite the promising use of the body as sacrificial tool that I had glimpsed discovering 

Butoh, I was not ready to integrate it into practice yet. Despite several attempts, I found the use of 

visuals, and especially film, not appropriate to translate the problems at stake to an adequate form. 

My tentative way out of this dead end came through words instead, a ‘sacrificial’ dismembering of 

texts I had previously written, modified beyond recognition and beyond my control. The process 

was the following: feedback loop a text through google translate (‘passing’ it through differ-

ent languages then back to English, for instance English>Latin>Icelandic>French>English, though 

my first attempt was only Italian>English and hence shows a less problematic syntax); keep the 

parts that stick out (with a near-instant cutting decision time); number the resulting groups of words 

and sentences; reorder them in a different series with the help of a random number generator; for-

mat and punctuate (sticking to very limited word processing and to the first random series, without

trying to look for a more aesthetically pleasing one and never intervening on letters and wording ex-

cept by graphical means). On the left is an example. Meaning and structure fade away through such 

mechanical and intentionally not rhetorical manipulations; they face a fundamental problem in 

communication, which is in nuce in both Dine and Artaud. The result is, I think, scary; yet also quite 

funny, almost an act of self-scorn, of loopy effacing. GTrans-s are the expression of a refusal of mean-

ing, of over-thinking, of research even. I have also used sound to loop and glitch these further, adding 

to their indecipherability. GTrans 1, 3, 4, 8. These experiments showed me that perhaps the strongest 

‘representation’ of an accident, a crash, a figured death, is through the crash of language itself, its au-

tomation and the use of a looped temporality. One cannot linearly tackle an accident, nor its artistic 

iterations. This paradox was best expressed by Maurice Blanchot: “The disaster is its imminence, but 

since the future, as we conceive of it in the order of lived time, belongs to the disaster, the disaster 

has always already withdrawn or dissuaded it; there is no future for the disaster, just as there is no 

time or space for its accomplishment.” And indeed the deeper I try to delve into this theme at large, 

the more kaleidoscopic and paradoxical its features appear and the more it slips through my fingers.

http://isabelformicajakob.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Looping_Languages_IJ.pdf
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